WATER
CORE

EXERCISES

SHRED
FOR

THE

POOL

Start your pool exercise with jogging a few laps in
the shallow, or swim, to warm up. Then begin the
below exercises in order. If you can't do the
requested amount of each, do what you can and
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NAIL THESE CORE EXERCISES:
TAPPERS

HIP TWISTERS

build up your stamina over time. Talk to your

AROUND THE WORLD

doctor if you have questions about an exercise.

FROGGERS

#1 TAPPERS
#1 TAPPERS

SIDE KICKERS

Hold on to the pool wall and take both feet to one side and tap the wall. Push off with your
feet and take them straight behind you as you swing them to the other side and repeat the
action. Repeat for at least 10 on each side.

#2 HIP TWISTERS
Take a noodle or water weights and
pull your belly and hips to the top of
the water. Then, rotate

at a vigorous

rate back and forth-keeping your
hips high and out of the water. Go
for 20 on each side.

Repeat on each side 20 times

#3 AROUND THE WORLD
PARADISE IN THE PALISADES

Bring your knees up to your chest and then kick them together out to the side. Bring
them back to your chest and kick them out to the other side. Do this as fast as
possible for 10 full rounds.

#4 FROGGERS
This execise
uses your
core and
increases
your cardio!
Take both feet up with a thrusting motion and shove
them back down toward the floor, then immediately
bring them back up again. Use weights if you feel
like you are 'going under'!

Go for 20 bounces!
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#5 SIDE KICKERS
PARADISE IN THE PALISADES

These are my favorite!
Take one hand and hold on to
the top of the wall. The other
hand braces your body as you
PUSH your hips up to the crest of
the water. Try to keep your legs
straight as you scissor them and
kick. Go for 32 beats in your
favorite music!
* Bend your legs slightly if you need to
modify for lesser intensity.

Want Group Exercise Ideas?
I've got an eBook with sample classes and formats!
@ fullarmorfitness.com
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